CALDO answers the question:

THE CALDO MODEL

How can a virtual team
succeed from a distance?

Interact Global has developed the CALDO Model

All teams are different. However our experience
and research have shown that there are key focus
areas to answer this question:

The
CALDO Model
Cultural Diversity

for successful virtual teamwork.

We combine academic research
with our own experience and insights
to find answers that unlock issues
within virtual teams.

•

The impact of distance on team dynamics

•

Cultural competence to excel with diversity

•

Effective structures and processes

This line of inquiry reveals two key differentiators

•

Actions and mindset to energize team spirit

when compared to co-located working –

•

Competent leadership equipped for complexity

essential for understanding how teams can make

•

Responses to strengthen attitudes and beliefs

a successful transition to virtual collaboration and

•

Enabling team members to make their best

Distance with Technology and Cultural Diversity –

achieve a lasting impact.
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Building virtual teams that thrive
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HUMAN INTERACTION
The combination of technology and distance
can often drive focus on structure, processes,
and outcomes. This leads to a blockage in

“90% of white collar workers engage
in virtual teams, but companies think
improving technology is enough.
Never before has it been more critical
to incorporate research into practice.”

CALDO offers a path into the world
of virtual working and the roadmap
for excellence.
OUR METHODOLOGY
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Diagnostics to understand the context
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Design of learning programs customized for the needs

energy, and in turn, stress, disengagement

Delivery by experienced facilitators and coaches

and isolation.

Follow-up to close the loop
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The essentials of human
interaction –
relationships, belonging,
psychological safety, trust and
team identity
– are the energy pills required for
connecting, sharing information
and ultimately making sound
decisions.
Enabled, empowered teams can deliver
amazing levels of innovative insights, opening
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up potential for growth, new geographic
reach and outstanding results.

Building virtual teams
that thrive
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